
BELLE AND SEBASTIAN WRITE ABOUT LOVE REVIEW LAS VEGAS

Settling into a chiming, mod-inflected version of 70s AM pop, the indie pop legends put the focus here on their ensemble
playing and intricate.

Write About Love is a grower-- the sort of record you need to play repeatedly, listening to how it fits together,
before it can really ingratiate itself. But the songs were still coming out of him. It was here where, over several
months, he slowly began to recover from chronic fatigue, visiting support groups and taking walks through the
city. On the last day of his first trip to California in , Murdoch made himself a promise. Emerging fully formed
from the primordial ooze of the Atlanta sludge-metal scene, Mastodon was fast as lightning, heavy as hell, and
technically virtuosic. That might be just another storytelling gambit: Murdoch's always fictionalized and
mythologized the band's history in his songs, too. These days, Murdoch is the lead singer and songwriter of
Belle and Sebastian, arguably the greatest musical export of his native land in the last 20 years: a quirky
indie-rock band known for its delicate, poetic pop, devoured with cultish obsession by its fans and dismissed
as wimpy and self-indulgent by its detractors. There, Murdoch and the band played new songs from their first
album since , the lush, lean Write About Love, which features a guest appearance from the unexpected likes of
Norah Jones, among others. They intended to go to San Diego, having read that it had the best weather in the
country, but the plane stopped first in San Francisco, and so did they. The Scottish group meant a lot to me
when I was in my late teens. Miley Cyrus! But last year's God Help the Girl project-- songs from what seems
to be an entirely hypothetical movie musical-- put the lie to the "Belle and Sebastian are both Stuart! And,
crucially, the band was asked to headline the second day of the Treasure Island Music Festival Oct. In the
middle of a bout of sickness, during an unforgivingly wet and cold Scottish winter, Murdoch and a friend, who
was also suffering from chronic fatigue, decided on a whim to go to California. On the day he had to return
home, Murdoch remembers, the seminal D. Itself an atrocious remake of Wings Of Desire, appropriately
enough. And although the man sounds relentlessly optimistic over the phone, his lyrical themes are much
darker â€” and at times, more hopeless-seeming â€” than his sweet, high-pitched singing or his faith might
suggest. The album of precious daydreams and reverby twee-pop the band recorded would become Tigermilk
â€” a debut that slowly spread through the U. After building a sizable crossover fan base, however, Mastodon
began to detrimentally tinker with its perfect cocktail of metal, prog, and hard rock. It was here where
Murdoch first began to shape his songs on the guitar. Advertisement Gwen Ihnat I have a short attention span
when it comes to loving certain bands. Big plastic bubbles! For the most part, though, Write About Love is a
consolidation of Belle and Sebastian's strengths, rather than an expansion into new territory. It's easy to think
of Belle and Sebastian as the Stuart Murdoch show. Belle and Sebastian occasionally like to do the last thing
you'd expect them to do: cover "Freak Scene", get produced by Trevor Horn, have? To me its first three
albums Identity Crisis, The Illusion of Safety, and The Artist in the Ambulance formed a musical trinity of
pop-punk lyrics, post-hardcore vocals, and thrash riffs. Volumes of lucid, delicate songs about loners who live
in their dreams, about girls who screw random boys on buses for self-esteem, and, most recently, about seeing
God in the street, have over the last decade turned Murdoch into the sort of adored popstar and poet he once
obsessed over. I still contend that will. The whole enterprise of the bandâ€”now much more professional than
in its creative heyday, and with better rangeâ€”suddenly felt like shtick, as dull and competent as dad rock. It
was here where he first played his earliest tunes for an American audience â€” from behind the microphone at
a college radio station. But those rounded edges became squishy bloat on Yoshimi, and I found myself
instantly bored by its cartoony concepts, stoner profundity, and the kind of Muzak-laden soft-rock glurge
made for hawking personal computers. I hated it. It features the unmistakable, creamy vocals of one Norah
Jones, jazz pianist, daughter of Ravi Shankar, and adult contemporary megastar. What changed those plans
were two unexpected opportunities: Belle and Sebastian was invited to play the 21st birthday party of its U.
Murdoch was furious â€” so much so that in his online diary, he suggested that the band might forego selling
albums the traditional way in favor of self-releasing them digitally. Murdoch is still writing long, curly,
elegant melodies-- "Come on Sister", in particular, is a magnificent piece of construction. His voice returns a
bit more softly.


